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We study the long time behavior of arches and membrane-like structures in the 
strong damping case. Our main goal is to incorporate moving points load, and to 
establish the existence of a non-empty, compact, uniform attractor for the associated 
semi-flows. The existence of such an attractor is established for almost periodic 
forcing terms. The method employs Kuratowski’s measure of non-compactness. The 
presentation is mostly self-contained. Examples simulating a vehicular traffic across 
a long bridge are considered.

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Engineers designing long-span bridges and membrane-like structures are interested in their long time be-
havior under various loads. A particularly interesting case is the one where the loads are concentrated and 
moving. For example, the loads exerted by cars moving on a bridge are modeled by time-dependent delta 
functions. Mathematically, we are studying the uniform attractor of a non-autonomous, non-local integro-
differential system (1.1)–(1.4), with the load term f = f(x, t) having values in a space of distributions.

While such a study is based on more or less known mathematical methods, they happened to be scattered 
in the mathematical literature, and present an undue burden for practitioners trying to understand the basic 
concepts and methods behind the construction of such attractors.

Accordingly, our goal in this paper is to give a brief, and mostly self-contained presentation of the 
existence of uniform attractors for (1.1)–(1.4), accessible to a wider audience. For this purpose we avoid 
generalities, and refer the readers to the references for more general results.

The problem is considered over a bounded domain Ω ∈ R
d with a sufficiently smooth boundary ∂Ω, with 

d > 1 for membranes, and d = 1, Ω = (0, l) for a shallow arch. The governing equation for the membrane’s 
deflection y(x, t), (x, t) ∈ Ω × T , T > 0 is
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ytt + αΔ2y −

⎡
⎣β + γ

∫
Ω

|∇y|2 dx

⎤
⎦Δy + μΔ2yt + κyt = f, (1.1)

on Ω × (0, T ). The initial conditions are

y(x, 0) = u0(x), yt(x, 0) = v0(x), x ∈ Ω. (1.2)

The boundary conditions are either of the hinged type

y = Δy = 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × (0, T ), (1.3)

or the clamped (built-in) type

y = ∂y

∂n
= 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × (0, T ). (1.4)

Here α, γ ∈ R
+ = (0, ∞), μ > 0, β, κ ∈ R, and the load f ∈ L2(0, T ; V ′). The space V ′ is defined in the 

next section, where we consider the weak formulation of the problem. In this paper we always assume that 
μ > 0, i.e. the strong damping case.

A general mathematical model for the motion of arches and membrane-like structures can be found in [6], 
where one can also find the physical meaning of the parameters in the equation (1.1). In our problem the 
load f takes its values in a space of distributions. Therefore we cannot assume that f ∈ L2(0, T ; L2(Ω)). This 
means that the previously obtained theoretical results [6,9] are no longer valid. In [10] we have developed 
the existence theory for the loads in a wider space of distributions V ′, under the assumptions of the weak 
μ = 0, and the strong μ > 0 damping in (1.1).

The abstract framework for the problem is given in section 2, where we also recall the relevant existence, 
uniqueness, and stability results for (1.1)–(1.4). The existence of absorbing sets is shown in section 3.

The overall approach that we follow is based on the measure of non-compactness α, that was introduced 
by Kuratowsky. Its application to dynamical systems has its origins in [11], [2]. For completeness, we discuss 
it with full proofs in section 4. We show how this method is applied to the solutions of (1.1)–(1.4) in section 5.

The dynamical system concepts of semi-flows, uniformly absorbing, and uniformly attracting sets, as well 
as of uniform attractors are introduced and studied in sections 6 and 7.

The existence of a uniform compact attractor is established in section 8. This result is established under 
the assumption of the almost periodicity of the forcing term f ∈ Cb(R+; V ′). Examples in section 9 apply 
the developed theory to a vehicular traffic across a long bridge.

For previous results on dynamical systems for the beam and arch equations see [1], where f = 0. Paper 
[18] provides a detailed study of the non-autonomous case for the equation similar to (1.1)–(1.4). It shows 
that the solutions possess additional regularity, and the attractor may be finite dimensional. Unlike [18], 
we derive the dissipation property of the solutions from the strong damping provided by the μΔ2yt term. 
Autonomous beam and arch systems are also considered in [5].

In our research we treat the non-autonomous case, i.e. the forcing term f is time dependent. The existence 
of the global attractor is established using the measure of non-compactness. This may allow consideration 
of equations with more general terms.

The main difficulty in the treatment of non-autonomous systems is the need to establish existence of 
absorbing sets and attractors which are uniform, i.e. independent of the translations fσ(t) = f(t +σ), σ ≥ 0
of the forcing term f . Such a conclusion cannot be reached for a general f , because the corresponding set 
of the solutions {yσ}σ of (1.1)–(1.4) may be too broad. Assuming that f is almost periodic assures that 
such a solution set is compact, and the required uniformity follows. A combination of this approach with 
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